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"The technology likely to have the greatest impact on the next few decades has arrived.It's not social
media.It's not big data.It's not robotics.It's not even AI.You will be surprised to learn,that It's the underlying
technology of digital currencies like Bitcoin.It's called the blockchain."

——Don Tapscott（The father of the digital economy）
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Following the upheavals of the Industrial Age, the Computer Age, the Information Age, and the Mobile Internet
Age, the world is headed for the Third Industrial Revolution, a revolution in the Information Age brought about
by blockchains. Blockchain technology has aroused interest worldwide, becoming the darling of the media. At the
same time, it has turned into a major battlefield for nations around the world for outdo one another
technologically. The United Nations (UN) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as well as developed
countries such as the U.S., Britain and Japan, are going all out to promote the development of this particular
technology. To date, blockchain technology applications have been extended to various sectors, such as asset
trading, the Internet of Things, intelligent manufacturing, and supply chain management.

On December 27, 2016, China’s State Council released the National Information Rules for the Term of the 13th
Five-Year Plan, marking the first time that “blockchain technology” was included into such rules. Subsequently,
at various major international conferences, officials talked about plans to develop blockchain technology and
secure a leading position for China in the global blockchain arena. In the last two years, blockchain technology
has rapidly advanced, giving rise to a wide variety of blockchain applications. China has been playing an
increasingly important role in the global development of blockchain technology, producing a steady stream of
blockchain applications. In this sense, the country is helping accelerate the transformation of the times and
making extraordinary contributions to the development of the new-generation underlying infrastructure which
will incorporate a brand-new credit system. In this process, the Blockchain 3.0 Technological Solution,
developed by the Instinct Blockchain Laboratory, promises to usher in a fresh phase of development for the
blockchain sector.

2016 marked the inaugural year of blockchains. During the year, the Blockchain 3.0 Solution developed by the
Instinct Blockchain Laboratory captured the attention of the capital market. Out of the many visionary potential
investors, the Instinct Blockchain Laboratory picked Bagen Venture Capital, a highly-regarded angel investment
firm with a long-standing commitment to the blockchain sector and a keen interest in working with us. We have
received the angel round of investment from Bagen Venture Capital. An angel investment firm with its feet firmly
on the ground, Bagen Venture Capital is a founding member of the Fujian High-tech Property Rights Exchange,
boasting extensive experience in asset transfer, equity trading, IPO financing, and asset management. The firm
has not only helped us gain insights into blockchains from the business perspective, but also provided
meaningful practical environments and business scenarios, elevating our Blockchain 3.0 to a new height. As a
result, our Blockchain 3.0 is not only technologically innovative, but also highly responsive to practical problems
in the business world.
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With the launch of the blockchain-based bill exchange platform and the blockchain-based Renminbi
serial-number real-time data sharing platform by the People’s Bank of China, the nation’s central bank, the
blockchain applications of China’s financial industry have entered a stage of standardized development. There
are also other typical financial platforms, such as Huarui Bank and Huishang Bank’s credit management
platform and the Postal Savings Bank’s asset management platform. The launch of these platforms heralds a
blockchain application boom.

Our extensive surveys and research have found that despite their surging popularity, blockchain applications are
mostly used in peripheral business activities, a result of the irreconcilable conflict between consensus and
performance, which is the single thorniest problem for blockchains. For financial applications, safety and
reliability always come first, which are directly achievable thanks to the natural attributes of the blockchain’s
distributed chain-structured data. Essential financial systems, however, have another requirement – speed,
where blockchains are intrinsically weak. To achieve network-wide consistency, traditional blockchains require a
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lot of extra resources, networks and time; as a result, it’s practically impossible to enhance the performance of
traditional blockchains.

With its robust technological prowess, the Instinct Blockchain Laboratory has conducted in-depth studies of
blockchains’ underlying technological logic and business logic in highly practical financial business scenarios. By
consistently retracing the background and history of the blockchain application scenarios and by studying the
sources in depth, we have unraveled the mystery of the conflict between blockchain consensus and performance,
redesigned blockchains, and developed a Blockchain 3.0 product – IFMChain.

In our research, we have also discovered that blockchains’ “de-centralization”, “openness” and “autonomy” are
their environmental constraints, not their design goals, and that their “immutability”, “undeniability” and
“unforgeability” are their design outcomes. In addition, we have found that Bitcoins and other forms of digital
currency are the byproduct of the blockchain networks that they maintain, rather than their design goals. Based
on these fresh understandings, we have completely redesigned blockchains’ consensus, blocking, storage and
incentive mechanisms. The resulting blockchain technology will truly serve our business and become a powerful
tool for use to open up a new credit era.
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In 2017, Internet platform frauds are becoming increasingly serious due to the economic downturn. In December
2015, e-Lease, a “dark horse” in the Internet finance sector established less than two years before, was exposed
as a Ponzi scheme defrauding numerous investors and was subsequently prosecuted, shocking investors
nationwide. The scandal was a result of a combination of factors, including regulatory loopholes, lack of risk
controls, and the vulnerability of the central server to data tampering, which allowed the company to falsify
information on target projects.

Due to widespread lack of trust in society, many traditional Internet financial products have flopped shortly after
launch, and investors are looking forward to a trustworthy financial platform to manage their wealth. This means
that a blockchain-based financial product will hold significant appeal. An Internet financial platform
incorporating blockchain technology will provide true data openness and information transparency and
therefore enjoys unlimited commercial prospects.

Thus, on the basis of the Blockchain 3.0 product – IFMChain, the Instinct Team has launched the first
application – Instinct Financial Management (IFM), the first blockchain-based application on the ground in the
Internet financial industry.

IFM is a decentralized blockchain Internet financial product based entirely on the lower layer of the blockchain.
Distinguished by ease of use, steady dividends, information security, and data authenticity and reliability, IFM is
a viable solution to the day-to-day financial management of retail investors. As a perfect fusion of Internet
finance and blockchain technology, business and technology, IFM will upend the practice in which traditional
Internet financial products are endorsed exclusively by institutions. It represents a truly competitive financial
product featuring a high level of information symmetry and fund safety.

(I) What does Instinct Financial Management use the blockchain
for?
Blockchains have many features; they are immutable, undeniable, unforgeable, distributed, decentralized,
peer-to-peer, and collectively maintained. These are also the features of IFMChain, and at the business level, the
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immutable, undeniable, unforgeable features are adopted. The investment, cashing and dividend data of IFM
customers are all stored in IFMChain. The investment consulting team and the parties involved in the supply
chain of the terminal product have real-time access to investment data via IFMChain, allowing them to deliver
great value to customers. In addition, IFMChain gives regulators real-time access to customers’ investment data,
enabling them to monitor product compliance and safeguard customer interests more closely.
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(II) Why can blockchains solve the data trust problem?
Data on a blockchain refers to data in a distributed chain storage structure in which data on transactions
completed during a certain period of time is packaged into a block and the blocks are linked. Each block contains
the exclusive identifying information of the previous block. Blocks thus linked ensure that alteration of any block
on the chain will cause data in all subsequent blocks to be inaccurate. The exclusive identifying information of a
block is determined by its content, and when any record is altered, the exclusive identifying number will be
changed as well. This ensure that data on the chain cannot be altered once they are blocked.

Blockchains not only store data in an unalterable chained storage structure, but also places the entire chain on all
other participating nodes in the network. Each participating node decides what it will store but have no control
over what other nodes will store. This means that when a malicious node attempts to duplicate a chain segment,
other nodes in the blockchain network will find out the malicious data and the malicious node by comparing
historic blocks. This effectively prevents data on the blockchain from being tampered with and thus ensures data
integrity.

(III) IFMChain’s Actualization and Innovation
The process of storing traditional centralized data on a decentralized blockchain was fraught with difficulties and
challenges, with numerous problems waiting to be solved. From overall framework design to node code
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development, from consensus algorithm to object storage, from encryption algorithm to broadcasting strategy,
and from performance optimization to network jitter, we overcame one difficulty after another and came up with
many innovations. During the course of realizing these innovations, in order to prevent “technological islands”,
we used existing open-source projects to the largest extent possible to ensure technological continuity and
facilitate the involvement of existing development communities while maintaining innovativeness.
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Our innovations in the application of Instinct Financial Management product include:
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1. Blockchain Network
We redesigned the P2P network and named it “Full Link Duplex Communication”.
The blockchain network is the foundation of the entire IFMChain. Traditional blockchain networks are
Socket-based.

(1)

Socket Characteristics
A.

A large component library; supports program languages from a long time ago, such as cobol and c++
from the 1960s and ‘70s.

B.

Simple logic and easy to develop; only the content of transmission needs to be watched; no need to
watch the underlying communication logic.

C.

Different regional networks are not directly connected, requiring extra component support, such as
GRPC.

(2)

Socket Problems
A.

Weak autonomous control capacity for network connection, leading to poor control over data
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timeliness and transmission efficiency.
B.

Socket-based applications are unable to communicate directly with browsers, preventing applications
centered on Webkit and the likes from directly accessing a blockchain network.

C.

Weak active communication capacity for service terminals, making it hard to establish an effective
real-time transmission mechanism.

(3)

Higher-Standard IFMChain Network

To facilitate the development of the future IFMChain ecology, we need any type of terminals to be able to
connect to us with ease by design. However, when providing outward services, the vast majority of blockchain
networks require a decentralized server (for example, a mobile wallet). As such, we put forth a higher design
requirement for IFMChain – NAAS (Node As A Service). As this couldn’t be supported by any existing P2P
network, we redesigned a P2P network.

(4)

Introduction of WebSocket Mechanism

For scenarios with a high timeliness requirement, we introduced the WebSocket mechanism. This protocol,
which is frequently used in WeChat and similar applications, was incorporated into our designs for blockchain
networks. It not only provides all of the advantages of Socket, but also effectively improves data communication
capability and broadcasting efficiency. As an extra advantage, it resolves the active communication capability
problem of service terminals, providing a foundation for us to offer reliable, high-performance IFMChain.

(5)

Fusion of “HTTP Protocol” and WebSocket Protocol

In addition, we introduced the most widely used Internet protocol - the “HTTP protocol” (which will be gradually
upgraded to “HTTPS” down the road) and combined it with the WebSocket protocol. The resulting IFMChain network
capability not only enables high-efficiency interconnection between nodes, but also provides effective

interconnection for cross-regional networks and cross-terminal types. Moreover, it provides support for NAAS and
provides a foundation for us to develop true distributed application DAPP.

2. Data Storage
We redesigned the storage method for blockchain data and named it “Relational Object Storage”.

Data storage capacity is the foundation of blockchains on the ground. Due to the uniqueness of blockchains, it is
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impossible to preset or require participating nodes to provide large-capacity, high-throughput data storage
devices. Consequently, compared with traditional centralized IT construction, the following considerations must
be incorporated:

(1)

Storage Capacity

Traditional IT construction might require a large-capacity disk array to increase its capacity or separate business
and historic data to reduce the pressure on storage and system performance. These two methods are not feasible
for blockchain networks.

(2)

Throughput Performance

In traditional IT construction, throughput performance could be effectively improved by adopting SSD and other
high-speed storage devices at the nodes, using Raid1 array disks and increasing the number of disks, dispersing
the throughput pressure across multiple nodes, or pre-loading data into the memory. These steps, however, are
not workable in blockchain scenarios as most participating nodes do not have such devices or conditions.

(3)

RSD Mobile Storage Mechanism

In traditional IT construction, the system framework is designed for a centralized server. To minimize costs,
terminals are not involved in business logic calculations and do not store business data; therefore, they almost
have zero mobile storage requirement, and the small amount of storage is for user files and individual data and
information not involved in business logic calculations. In blockchain scenarios, each participating node is both a
terminal and a service end. Traditional storage designs cannot be used for blockchain scenarios.

Due to practical difficulty, the overwhelming majority of blockchains still follow the philosophy traditional IT
construction thoughts in storage designs. Data are centrally stored at participating nodes, and terminal
participants (such as the mobile wallet) receive information via other nodes. This creates some problems.

A. Problems with Traditional Storage Philosophy
a. Pseudo Decentralization

As the terminals have no direct access to the blockchain, actual data requests and business processes are
completed by other nodes, and the credibility of data depends on whether the participating nodes have cheated
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or not. This runs counter to the original intents to decentralize the blockchain.

b.

Pseudo Nodes

If a terminal cannot be connected to the blockchain network, or if the terminal is connected to the blockchain
network but the data are incomplete, the terminal will not be able to participate in network governance (under
the traditional consensus mechanism). Although the terminal may look like a node and is able to achieve direct
communication to a certain degree by bridging, it still does not count as a qualified participating node.

c.

Inability to Participate in Consensus

When a terminal network or data has a deficiency, the terminal will have no foundation to participate in
consensus, and inability to participate in consensus oftentimes leads to inability to participate in the
construction of the block. This means that the incentives that come with block construction will not be obtained.
For terminals that have made the same contribution to participation, this is unfair in a certain sense.

B. IFMChain’s Exclusive RSD Mechanism
To facilitate the development of the future IFMChain ecology, more roles and terminals are encouraged to
connect to the IFMChain network and obtain equitable incentives. To this end, designs must incorporate
considerations for the connection of different terminals and provide effective and reliable solutions. Thus, we put
forth, for the first time, the concepts of “R-Node”, “S-Node” and “D-Wallet”, which provide support
high-performance network nodes and distributed service nodes. To ensure that these concepts could not only be
actualized but also participate in the consensus mechanism, we redesigned the blockchain’s data storage
mechanism.

First of all, in order to cope with the limited computing capability of mobile terminals, we introduced SQLite, a
micro relational database commonly used in mobile terminals. With its complete affair arithmetic capability
though it does not have ample computing or storage resources, SQLite provides a foundation for the D-Wallet.

Second, to resolve the data searching efficiency problem, we introduced Mongodb, a commonly used NoSQL
database which has rapid search capability for long chain data. As it has a considerable storage volume and is not
suitable for mobile terminals, we modified it and integrated it with SQLite so that the nodes can not only
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participate in consensus but also maintain their light volume. This provides a foundation for us to achieve
equitable incentives.

In the RSD mechanism, the two databases serve different functions. The modified Mongodb is primarily meant
to store the hash trees of the block and to provide rapid identification capability for the fork problem in the
execution process of the consensus mechanism. For mobile terminals which must participate in consensus, it is
necessary to store part of the complete block data locally so that the terminals can participate in consensus
through these data. To minimize the amount of data stored by terminals, we established key checkpoints, and the
terminals only need to store block data after the checkpoints. These data are stored in SQLite (to further reduce
the size of the terminals and the requirements for operational resources, we will continue to upgrade the storage
mechanism and build storage devices with a lighter weight). We used a consensus mechanism consistent with
the blocks to build the key checkpoints.

3. Consensus Mechanism
We redesigned the blockchain’s consensus mechanism and named it “DPOP” (Designated Proof of Participation).

A consensus mechanism is the soul of a blockchain, essential for a blockchain network to achieve consistency in a
decentralized distributed environment. Since their inauguration in 2009, blockchains have acquired various
consensus mechanism, each with different advantages and disadvantages.

(1) Advantages of Existing Consensus Mechanisms
A.

Proof-of-Work (POW) Mechanism

Mining by the node with the strongest computing capability can effectively increase the cost of being malicious.
The strategy of increasing the degree of difficulty reduces the possibility of multiple random blocks being altered
technically to a negligible degree.
B.

Proof-of-Stake (POS) Mechanism

Competitive blocking by the node with the largest stake can prevent the wastage of computing resources and tie
the cost of being malicious to the stake. The possibility of being malicious can be reduced with business methods.
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C.

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) Mechanism

All nodes in the network participate in the vote. When less than (N-1)/3 nodes cast opposing votes, consensus is
achieved and mining is implemented. Such a mechanism is highly practical and efficient, with little wastage of
resources and strong expandability.

With steady business diversification, these consensus mechanisms, which have obvious advantages and
disadvantages, have shown signs of inadequacy and turned out to be deficient in particular situations.

(2) Problems with Existing Consensus Mechanisms
A.

Wastage of Computing Capability

In a proof-of-work (POW) mechanism, only the node with the strongest computing capability can do mining.
This means that a large part of the computing capability is wasted and commoners cannot truly participate in the
node’s consensus.
B. Stakes Converging at the Top Level
In a proof-of-stake (POS) mechanism, the larger stake one has, the higher probability of becoming qualified for
mining, while mining means incentives. The mutual complementation of “increasing the probability of mining by
obtaining incentives” and “obtaining a greater stake by increasing the probability of mining” has caused
small-stake nodes to be marginalized and lose the right to participate in consensus.
C.

Low Cost of Being Malicious

In a bookkeeping model dependent on computing capability and stake, when the computing capability and stake
converge at the top level, the nodes in the top-level collective incurs almost zero cost of being malicious against
nodes outside the top-level collective. In the Byzantine fault tolerance mechanism, as all nodes participate in the
consensus vote, the business attributes represented by voters are weakened, and a node with no stake incurs
almost zero cost in the consensus process.

(3) IFMChain’s Unique Consensus Mechanism
To sustain the IFMChain ecology, IFMChain’s data are endowed with a higher level of reliability, effectively
avoiding the problems common to the development process of existing consensus mechanisms. Inspired by
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DPOS, we redesigned the participation-based DPOP consensus mechanism. The new mechanism not just retains
POS business attributes, DPOS’s high efficiency attribute, and PBFT’s total involvement attribute; it also
effectively eliminates the problem associated with no-stake nodes’ and high-stake collectives’ low cost of being
malicious; moreover, it provides a foundation for the D-Wallet terminal to participate in consensus.

In the DPOP consensus mechanism, the nodes which participate in the vote must provide not only proof of stake,
but also proof of participation. Of the nodes, the R-Node obtains participation by providing high-reliability
performance, while the S-Node attains participation by offering terminal services. The activity of each
participating node in the network increases its participation to a certain extent. The use of the service signature
obtained from the served node as the proof of the increase in participation, as well as the use of submitted valid
transaction vouchers as proof of “autonomous participation”, ensures that participants of different dimensions
can all take part in the consensus and governance of the network, thereby eliminating the drawbacks present in
single-dimension consensus mechanisms.

4. “My Secret” Address Private Key Management Mechanism
We redesigned the management mechanism of the address private key and named it “My Secret.”

The private key is the last line of defense in the protection of users’ interests. In the vast majority of blockchains,
each user has a public key and a private key. However, few users bother to memorize the private key, which
consists of a long irregular string of characters. More often than not, the private key is saved into the photo
gallery in the form of a graphic QR code or kept by the third-party wallet service provider. This practice has some
direct advantages:

(1) A private key saved in the form of a graphic QR code makes it easier the user to transfer and keep;
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(2) When a private key is kept by the third-party wallet service provider, the user only needs to remember the
password which he or she has set with the service provider.
However, these advantages have come with some disadvantages:

(1) It’s easy to lose the graph;

(2) The third-party service provider might suffer security breaches, close down, or misuse the private key. In
essence, the credit of the wallet service provider is exchanged for the private key to the wallet, and this runs
counter to blockchain’s original intents of decentralization and eliminating the credit intermediary.

In a bid to provide convenient private key management while ensuring private key security, we designed an
“on-chain private key safe – My Secret”. It uses a customized long password as the seed (it can be your favorite
line, song or poem). The private key is encrypted before being placed in the on-chain private key safe. It
eliminates a number of problems common to traditional passwords, such as being vulnerable to cracking due to
few digits and low intensity, being hard to remember because of the haphazard and meaningless original
character, and being unreliable as it is kept by a third party (such as blockchain.info). Users thus enjoy the secure
use of the private key in a truly decentralized environment without having to go through a third party.
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5. The D-Wallet Service
We redesigned the wallet service mechanism and named it the “D-Wallet” (Distributed Decentralized Wallet).

The wallet is an essential tool for users to exercise their rights. In the vast majority of blockchain designs, the
wallet is always treated as an external application. However, with the widespread use of the mobile Internet, the
wallet is typically used on mobile terminals. Nevertheless, most blockchain designs do not allow direct access
from mobile terminals. Consequently, a decentralized service is often used on the ground to provide direct access
to the wallet. Such a practice has the following advantages:

A.

The logic on the chain is simple, and the application and the service are completely separated;

B.

The terminal wallet logic is reduced, and the terminal equipment does not need to have strong computing
capability;

C.

Terminal network traffic is reduced, and the terminal wallet only needs to apply to the server for final data.

These advantages are obvious, but not without drawbacks:

A.

The wallet service is a central service, and the introduction to the central service will create a series of risks;
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B.

The wallet logic and the blockchain logic are separated, making it impossible to guarantee the consistency of
wallet service in all situations;

C.

The wallet is not truly connected to the blockchain network, making it impossible exercise consensus rights.

To retain the advantages of centralized wallet service while maintaining the original intents of the blockchain
and allowing all participants to exercise consensus rights, we generalized the wallet application into wallet
service, integrated the wallet logic into the chain, and put forward the NAAS concept. By doing so, we ensure that
the terminal can deliver consistent wallet experiences anytime anywhere once it is connected to the IFMChain
network. Moreover, there is no need to turn over the private key to any third party, thus ensuring the reliability
and safety of the user wallet in a decentralized environment.
6. Blocking Mechanism
We modified the competitive blocking mechanism and named it “CABP” (Competitive Accounting Based on
Participation).

Blocks are the basic units of blockchain data. The generation strategy of blocks has a direct bearing on the
performance of the blockchain network and the stake of the participating nodes. The block generating (so-called
mining) of traditional blockchains have the following characteristics:

A. Only complete participating nodes can take part in mining;

B. Only participating nodes with the strongest computing capability or the highest stake can take part in
mining;
C. In most consensus mechanisms, dividends are achievable through mining only.

These characteristics cause some direct problems:

A. Taking advantage of data completeness to resolve the data reliability problem restricts the participation of
light nodes;
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B. Simply using computing capability and stake as the basis of mining will constrain development in the lon
C. g run and lead to obvious resource concentration and layering;
D. The fact that dividends are achievable through mining only reduces the enthusiasm for nodes to contribute to
participation by other means.

By taking stock of the problems associated with traditional means of mining and incorporating longer-term
considerations, we modified the mining mechanism, with computing capability and stake no longer taken as the
only criteria for appraisal. We also introduced more dimensions, including stability, liveness and trading volume,
to allow all types of participants to take part in mining and to attract all roles to IFMChain, thereby enriching
participant ecology.

7. Multidimensional Incentive Mechanism

We modified the blocking incentive mechanism and named it “BPIM” (Based on Participation Incentive
Mechanism).

Incentive is essential to the maintenance of a blockchain network. A scientific design for the incentive
mechanism will contribute to the prosperity of the blockchain network, but will in turn constrain its development.
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Traditional blockchain networks have the following two types of incentives:

A.

Blockchain incentives obtainable through competitive mining;

B.

Transaction fees receivable through participation.

These two types of logic are simple and easy to implement, but will give rise to some problems in subsequent
development:

A.

Participating nodes with low competitive capability are unable to obtain mining rewards, which is unfair for
the participating nodes which have contributed other participation;

C.

Fees imposed on transactions will lead to discrimination as blocking nodes will tend to give priority to
transactions with higher fees.

To eliminate the problems associated with traditional incentive mechanisms, IFMChain introduced a
multidimensional mechanism. We designed the R-Node (real-time node), the S-Node (service node), and the
D-Wallet (distributed wallet). Participating nodes receive different types of incentives, depending on the means
of participating; for example, the R-Node largely obtains mining incentives and the S-Node mainly attains
service incentives (for providing services for the D-Wallet). The R-Node and the S-Node can switch between each
other or work simultaneously according to the network environment or participant’s wishes, allowing
participation contributors of different dimensions to obtain incentives.

In the current incentive distribution, incentives obtained by virtue of stake and incentives obtained by
contributing to participation are a fifty-fifty split, distributed at the time of mining (along with transaction fees
included in the block). Incentives obtained by virtue of stake are directly transferred to the stake account, while
incentives obtained through participation are transferred to all accounts on the nodes (including the account of
the D-Wallet). Each service that a service node provides increases the percentage of incentives obtained by the
node. This encourages the connection of service nodes when they are few, and encourages the provision of more
efficient real-time nodes when service nodes are plenty, thereby achieving a dynamic balance of the IMFChain
network at multiple dimensions through the multi-dimensional incentives mechanism.
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(IV) IFMChain’s Five Major Advantages
1. Supporting Mobile Networks

ETH/BTC Support Few
Network Equipment

IFMChain Supports Multiple
Types of Mobile Equipment

BTC/ETH blockchains support traditional PC networks and provide weak support for unstable mobile
networks; on mobile terminals, repeated reconnecting may occur and no application-layer service will be
provided. In comparison, IFMChain provides good support for light-weight mobile terminals and can
provide application-layer service even if the network is unstable and allow the participation of blockchain
nodes in any network.

2. Super Light-Weight Storage

ETH/BTC have a storage
space of hundreds of
gigabytes

IFMChain has a storage
space of millions of
gigabytes

A BTC blockchain requires an enormous storage space of dozens of gigabytes or even more. This means that
nodes must provide dedicated large-capacity storage devices. In comparison, IFMChain reduces the
required space by about 100 times or even more, as it only needs to store data after the hash tree and key
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checkpoints on the blockchain.

3. Truly Private Wallet

ETH/BTC requires third-party
wallet support

IFMChain offers on-chain
wallet service

BTC/ETH wallets are vulnerable to theft due to their dependence on centralized servers. In contrast,
IFMChain provides a truly private decentralized wallet which is no longer kept in a third-party central
server but has direct access to blockchain nodes. Thus, with IFMChain, the private key of the wallet receives
better protection, and the wallet will not be lost due to a third-party credit problem or a security problem.
In this sense, IFM provides a truly theft-proof blockchain private wallet.

4. Incentives Available to Everyone

ETH/BTC offers incentives to
high graders

IFMChain offers incentives
to everyone

On BTC/ETH blockchains, mining incentives are only available to either nodes with the strongest
computing capability or nodes with the largest stake. In comparison, IFMChain provides an innovative
participation-based incentive mechanism, allowing participating nodes to obtain incentives not only on the
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basis of computing capability and stake, but also by taking an active part in transactions and by providing
network services. By placing the blockchain’s ecological network in a flat environment, a fairer environment
for participation is created, and all nodes, including light-weight terminals, can obtain mining incentives
through participation.

5. Lightning Speed

ETH/BTC has a very
transaction speed

IFMChain is 200 times faster
than BTC

BTC and ETH support 6.7 and 25 transactions per second, respectively; in comparison, the IMB
Hyperledger has a theoretical maximum speed of 200 transactions per second. We redesigned the
consensus mechanism and separated out the consensus procedure to allow for consulting before mining,
thus significantly improving the blockchain network’s performance. IFMChain supports up to 1,000
transactions per second, a speed that will continue to rise in the future with the increase of network
bandwidth.

Blockchain
A new application model for computer technologies such as distributed data storage, peer-to-peer transmission,
consensus mechanisms, and encrypted algorithms.

Decentralized
A concept as opposed to “centralized”. In technical white papers, “decentralized” is one of the typical features of
blockchains. Its complete representation does not depend on a central server (cluster) or a model that uses
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distributed computer resources for computations.

Digital Currency
The digital representation of currency. Digital currency is transacted through data and serves transaction
medium, accounting unit and value storage functions, but is the legal tender of any country or region.

Consensus Mechanism
A mathematical algorithm for nodes in blockchain systems to build trust and obtain a stake.

Mining
The activity in the Bitcoin system to strive for accounting rights and thus obtain incentives.

Bitcoin
A cryptocurrency released in 2009 as open-source software by an unknown programmer under the name
“Satoshi Nakamoto”.

PoW
The acronym of “proof of work”. One party (usually called the prover) presents the result of a computation which
is known to be hard to compute, but easy to verify, and by verifying the solution anyone else can be sure that the
prover performed a certain amount of computational work to generate the result.

PoS
The acronym of “proof of stake”. The difficulty of mining is reduced in proportion to the percentage and time of
tokens held by each node, thereby speeding up the search for random numbers.

Encryption Algorithm
The basic process of data encryption is to covert plaintext messages or data according to a certain algorithm into
an unreadable chunk of codes, often referred to as a “ciphertext”, which can only be decoded back into the
original message after entering the relevant key. It protects data against unauthorized access. The reverse
process of this process is decoding, the process of converting the coded message back into the original message.

Network Jitter
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Jitter, a commonly used concept in QQS (quality of service), refers to the deviation in packet delay.

Socket
A computer term referring to an endpoint of the two-way communication connection through which two
programs in a network achieve data exchange.

Webkit
An open-source browser engine, as opposed to Gecko (used by Mozilla Firefox and others) and Trident (also
known as MSHTML, used by IE).

WebSocket
The WebSocket protocol is a new TCP-based network protocol. It enables full-duplex communication between
the browser and the server, allowing the server to proactively send messages to the user end.

HTTP
The acronym of Hypertext Transfer Protocol, the most commonly used network protocol on the Internet. All
WWW documents must follow this standard. HTTP was originally designed to provide a method for releasing
and receiving HTML pages.

SSD
The acronym of Solid State Drive, a kind of hard drive which is made with a solid state electronic memory chip
array. It consists of a control unit and a storage unit (FLASH chip and DRAM chip).

RAID 1
RAID 1 enables data redundancy through disk data mirroring, generating mutually backed-up data on paired
independent disks. When raw data is busy, data can be read directly from the mirrored copy; therefore, RAID 1
improves read performance.

Private key
The private key encryption algorithm uses a single private key to encrypt and decrypt data. Because any party
with the key can use it to decrypt data, it is necessary to protect the key from unauthorized agents. Private key
encryption is also known as symmetric encryption, as the same key is used for both encryption and decryption.
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The private key encryption algorithm is very fast (compared with the public key algorithm) and is especially
useful for performing cryptographic transformations on large data streams. Typically, a private key algorithm
(known as a block cipher) is used to encrypt one block of data at a time.

Public Key
Public keys and private keys are key pairs obtained through an algorithm. Public keys are disseminated openly,
while private keys are known only to the owner. Public keys are typically used to encrypt session keys and verify
digital signatures or encrypt data that can be decrypted with the corresponding private key. The key pair
obtained through this algorithm are guaranteed to be unique in the world. When the key pair is used, if one key
is used to encrypt a chunk of data, the other key must be used to decrypt it. For example, data encrypted with a
public key can only be decrypted with the corresponding private key. Likewise, data encrypted with a private key
can only be decrypted with the corresponding public key.
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